
 

 

Frequently Asked Questions  

Q: Why do I need a moving handle?  

A: It can happen that the big bag is still swinging slightly on lowering so that the FLEDBAG® can 
easily tip on penetrating the bag. The moving handle gives in, and nothing breaks. 

Q: Why must the FLEDBAG® be standing flat on the ground? 

A: Enormous forces act on the FLEDBAG®; this is why a flat, stable position is so important. The 

connecting screw between the emptier and the slide is recessed so that the FLEDBAG® can be set up 

evenly on the ground. 

Q: Is the big bag broken after using the FLEDBAG®? 

A: The FLEDBAG® Original is designed exclusively for the use of one-way big bags, as the big bag is 

broken after removing the FLEDBAG®. Of course, the FLEDBAG® Original can also be used for returnable 

big bags, but the big bag is broken after this use. You also need to consider the fact that the FLEDBAG® 

Original is inserted off centre, and not directly at the returnable big bag’s outlet. We recommend the 

use of the FLEDBAG® Easy for returnable big bags; this system does not damage the big bag, which can 

then be re-used. 

Q: How do I remove the FLEDBAG® Original from the big bag?  

A: After using the FLEDBAG®, cut it out of the big bag. Of course, you can leave the FLEDBAG® Original in 

the big bag for storage purposes, and deposit the big bag. 

Q: How do I remove the FLEDBAG® Easy from the big bag? 

A: Release the connecting clamp; you can then easily remove the FLEDBAG® Easy. This means that you 

can re-use the returnable big bag. 

Q: Can I leave the FLEDBAG® in the big bag, and then deposit the big bag for storage purposes? 

A: Yes, you can leave the FLEDBAG® in the big bag, and then deposit the big bag for storage purposes. 

Q: Is the big bag fully emptied, or does a remnant remain in the big bag?  

A: Depending on the big bag’s content, a small remnant may remain in the big bag; this can be fully 

emptied after removing the FLEDBAG®. 

Q: How often can I re-use the FLEDBAG®?  

A: The FLEDBAG® Original and the FLEDBAG® Easy have an unlimited service life given intended use. It is 

important for the big bag’s content not to contain lumps. 


